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TOP ATTACKS AND BREACHES 

 A new malspam campaign is distributing the DarkComet RAT by delivering fake shipping documents 

containing an attachment that installs the malware. Upon infection, DarkComet can monitor application 

usage, log keystrokes, collect screenshots and documents etc.  

Check Point Anti-Bot and Anti-Virus blades provide protection against all known variants of this threat (DarkComet; 

Trojan.Win32.DarkComet) 

 Over 130 million records of hotel guests of the large Chinese hospitality chain Huazhu Hotels Group Ltd 

are offered for sale on a Chinese Dark Web forum for 8 Bitcoin, approximately 56,000 USD. Huazhu 

operates over 5000 hotels across China, and the stolen records include mobile number, email address, 

home address, banking credentials used for the booking and more.   

 Atlas Quantum, a cryptocurrency exchange platform which managed over 30 million USD in assets, has 

suffered a breach which led to the theft of more than 260,000 personal records. The records include 

customer names, phone numbers, email addresses and account balances. 

 The website of the Bank of Spain, the country’s central bank, has been taken offline as of Monday, 

August 27th, by a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. Anonymous Catalonia claimed 

responsibility for the attack. 

 A massive payment card scraping attack has been revealed. Dubbed MagentoCore, it targeted over 

7,300 online stores utilizing the Magento e-commerce platform, and included a silent recording of the 

credit card details during checkout. 

 A new ransomware which only encrypts executable files displays a picture of former President Barack 

Obama in its ransom note while demanding a payment. The ransomware is called ‘Barack Obama's 

Everlasting Blue Blackmail Virus’. 
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https://blog.joshlemon.com.au/new-malware-posing-as-popular-archiving-tool-peazip/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/data-of-130-million-chinese-hotel-chain-guests-sold-on-dark-web-forum/
https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/75726/cyber-crime/cryptocurrency-platform-atlas-quantum-hack.html
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/anonymous-catalonia-claims-ddos-attack-on-bank-of-spain-website/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/magentocore-malware-found-on-7-339-magento-stores/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/barack-obamas-blackmail-virus-ransomware-only-encrypts-exe-files/
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VULNERABILITIES AND PATCHES 

 A researcher has disclosed a zero-day vulnerability in the Microsoft Windows task scheduler which 

affects Microsoft OS. The flaw allows a local user to gain privilege escalation.  

 Adobe has issued an unscheduled security update to address a flaw in its popular Creative Cloud desktop 

application for both Windows and Mac OS. The flaw might lead to privilege escalation, and proof-of-

concept exploit has already been observed in the wild. 

 Schneider Electric, a French energy and automation corporation, has released a fix for multiple 

vulnerabilities in its industrial control system products PowerLogic PM5560 and Modicon M221. The 

flaws can be exploited remotely for arbitrary code execution. 

 Phillips has reported new vulnerabilities in its e-Alert Unit, a product that monitors the performance of 

medical imaging systems such as MRI machines. The flaws could enable remote exploitation, which may 

allow an attacker to provide unwanted input to the machine or damage its functionality.  

THREAT INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 

 CeidPageLock, a Chinese rootkit spread via the Rig Exploit kit, has been extensively analyzed by Check 

Point researches. It is a sophisticated browser hijacker which not only alters the user’s homepage but 

also dynamically replaces the content of several websites with a fake homepage whenever the user 

attempts to visit them.  

Check Point IPS and Anti-Virus blades provide protection against all known variants of this threat (RIG Exploit Kit Website 

Redirection; RIG Exploit Kit Landing Page; CeidPageLock; Trojan.Win32. CeidPageLock) 

 Researchers have developed a method to exfiltrate data from personal devices via infra-red light bulbs 

which are connected to the target device via the internet and support multimedia visualizations. The 

attack, which relies on the brightness level changes, requires a direct line-of-sight during its execution.  

 Security experts have uncovered a new, efficient method to collect sensitive information belonging to 

companies worldwide. By purchasing expired company domain name, found on designated lists for sale 

online, an attacker could easily gain access to the company’s emails, stored passwords, customer 

information and more. 

 Check Point has released a decryption tool for RansomWarrior, a new ransomware most likely 

developed by Indian hackers. 

Check Point SandBlast provides protection against this threat 
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https://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/906424
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/creative-cloud/apsb18-32.html
https://www.schneider-electric.com/en/download/document/PM5560_PM5563_V2.5.4_Release/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/philips-reports-its-own-device-for-nine-security-vulnerabilities/
https://research.checkpoint.com/ceidpagelock-a-chinese-rootkit/
https://sensorstechforum.com/smart-connected-lights-data-exfiltration/
https://blog.gaborszathmari.me/2018/08/22/hacking-law-firms-abandoned-domain-name-attack/
https://research.checkpoint.com/ransom-warrior-decryption-tool/

